Selling the Project: This was the next problem; visiting factories in an area with no medical or nursing coverage brought no response but articles in papers did arouse interest Procedure: When a client was interested. an initial interview was followed by a tour of the enterprise and a report submitted. in which hazards were hightighted and corrective action recommended. Once employed. first aid equipment was installed. with sophisticated nursing equipment being carried in my car.
The next step was to train First Aiders. My time was allotted to their needs; in most places there were two visits a week when employees cou Id consu It me on treatments performed. This time could also be spent in Occupational Health projects; inspection of factories. immunization programs, and help to employees.
Meaical Coverage: Originally, a Medical Officer trained in Occupational Health assisted in setting the medical parameters. Later, I became associated with The Bridge Street Clinic which efficiently covers both private and workers' compensation cases.
Routine Service Provided: I am contacted by radio and either proceed to the factory or organize a visit to a doctor by telephone; the system is efficient When first employed in a factory radio calls are freauent. but as preventive programs become effective, these calls are usually for advice only. Generally speaking, First Aiders cope well. Once a month the First Aid boxes are replenished and all incidents noted and categorized; a report is then submitted with my account This report contains a breakdown of injuries with corresponding points regarding conditions and suggested corrective action. The financial statement notes the number of claims and accountable amount of money saved by the serv ice.
ESTABLISHMENT OF A PART-TIME NURSING SERVICE FOR SMALL ENTERPRISES IN AUSTRALIA (continued) Emergency Service Provided: Dramatic satisfaction can be gained through radio contact Such as when an employee collapsed and correct information was given enabling me to contact his doctor, then by team work he was soon in an ambulance on his way to hospital where a bed had already been reserved for him. Another time I was in a factory within ten minutes of a reported serious eye injury, urgent consultation was obtained from a specialist and the patient was immediately admitted to hospital.
Tangible Successes: I n one of the companies, prior to my employment, during the previous quarter there were 15 claims for strains and tenosynovitis in the Bottling Department I t was soon obvious that the ergonomics of the production line were unsatisfactory. A study was done and every job checked and position changed, together with rotation of jobs. This action resulted in no further claims for three years.
In another factory which handles solvents and pigments, dermatitis was a real problem. We were fortunate enough to find a barrier cream and a Cortisone ointment which have proved so satisfactory that there have been only two claims out of a potential thirty.
Back Strain: One winter there were many complaints of strains by those employees doing the same work as that in the summer. After some consideration, it was decldedfo ensure that workers do some warm-up exercises before starting work. As a result, strains were reduced by two thirds the following year.
Aerobics: At present an attempt is being made to improve the health of sedentary staff. This is being done by the Aerobic method. Present success has been gained by employees with a medical history; one example is an employee with a bad accident record who was found to be hypertensive among other complaints. I n cooperation with his doctor, he has been on a strict diet and exercise program, since when he has improved and has had no accident for several weeks.
Commumcarion Relay: The advantage of working in several factories is that an incident at one factory, such as an accident due to lack of safety features on 16 ladders, can be used as an illustration to check equipment elsewhere.
Pre-employment Nursing Checks: These have channelled prospective employees into suitable work. Where adverse medical conditions have been discovered, the applicant is sent to his own doctor with a letter. During these examinations previous workers compensation history is discussed, also health and safety talks are given.
Expansion of Service: Similar projects could be established in any city or country. The criteria for success being an appropriate company name, professional uniform, constant work, courage and cooperation with all personnel of each enterprise. The latter become proud of their successes resulting in staunch support to my work.
Highlighting Financial Savings to Companies: Sou rce: M.O.H.C. statistics/$A. The figures in Table 1 give an idea of the accountable savings to three of the factories for a twelve-month period, estimated per hour of M.O.H.C. time: 
